Effects of Solid Fraction on Droplet Wetting and Vapor Condensation: A Molecular Dynamic Simulation Study.
Recently, numerous studies focused on the wetting process of droplets on various surfaces at a microscale level. However, there are a limited number of studies about the mechanism of condensation on patterned surfaces. The present study performed the dynamic wetting behavior of water droplets and condensation process of water molecules on substrates with different pillar structure parameters, through molecular dynamic simulation. The dynamic wetting results indicated that droplets exhibit Cassie state, PW state, and Wenzel state successively on textured surfaces with decreasing solid fraction. The droplets possess a higher static contact angle and a smaller spreading exponent on textured surfaces than those on smooth surfaces. The condensation processes, including the formation, growth, and coalescence of a nanodroplet, are simulated and quantitatively recorded, which are difficult to be observed by experiments. In addition, a wetting transition and a dewetting transition were observed and analyzed in condensation on textured surfaces. Combining these simulation results with previous theoretical and experimental studies will guide us to understand the hypostasis and mechanism of the condensation more clearly.